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It is apparent that the asymptotic solution is an excellent approximation of the exact 
solution, both during the transient state and the steady condition. Since nonlinearities modify 
the frequency 00, in both cases considered the nonlinear steady response is almost-periodic, 
and the limit cycle is densely filled with points. However, since the frequency correction is 
small of the order ~2, the limit cycle is covered much more slowly in the 00 = 30 ° case than 
in the Oo = 35 ° case. 

6. Conclusions 

The classical Lindstedt-Poincar6 and multiple scale perturbation methods have been adapted 
to deal with nonlinear discrete-time dynamical systems. The methods allow determination 
of the almost-periodic nonlinear solutions bifurcating from the equilibrium state when a 
generic secondary Hopf critical condition occurs, namely when a pair of  complex conjugate 
eigenvalues of the linearized map crosses the unitary circle at an irrational point. The transient 
evolution from the unstable fixed point to the stable limit cycle can also be analyzed in the 
supercritical case by the multiple scale method. 

Very simple shift operators transformation laws have been determined in the two methods; 
they can be considered to be the counterpart for discrete systems of the chain rules valid for 
continuous systems and allow the perturbation equation to be derived in a systematic way. 

The perturbation procedures have been tested by reference to a discretized Van der Pol 
equation. It has been shown that the discrete asymptotic solutions are in excellent agreement 
with the numerical solutions; moreover, they correctly tend to the asymptotic continuous 
solutions when the time step tends to zero. 
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